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gMür & steib architects taKe 
a cracK at outdoor spaces. 
 
 

TexT katharina marchal 
PhoTos roger frei

this spreaD the coMplex is in a suburb of zürich.
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AccorDinG to pAtrick Gmür, it is  
‘impossible to reinvent the ground plan of an 
apartment’. he says the only areas open to inter-
pretation are outdoor spaces and access routes. 
outside space is important: people generally snap 
up penthouse apartments with roof terraces and 
ground-floor flats with direct access to the  
garden. Gmür’s ideas became the theme of the 
apartment block on paul clairmont-strasse in 
Zürich. A few years ago, as part of the city’s  
housing programme – 10,000 homes within ten 
years – patrick Gmür and Jakob steib, who have 
been running a company together since 2001, 
won a competition for the site, organized by a 
housing association.  
 the architects set out to discover the ideal size 
of a balcony by staking out the exact dimensions 
in a vacant car park. they arrived at a 25-m2 area 
approximately 4 m wide, a measurement deter-
mined by the width of the dwelling, and no  
more than 5 m deep: dimensions that allowed  
for a well-lit, well-furnished space. patrick Gmür 
wanted the balcony to be ‘large enough for a 
child to circle it on a tricycle’. once realized, the 
balconies made the southwest façade look like a 
large chest of drawers, with some of the drawers 
pulled out. these patio-like spaces, which are 
arranged in pairs, recede on each subsequent  
storey, thus maintaining a good quality of light 
for all interiors.  
 Gmür & steib avoided the use of bright colours, 
because, as Gmür explains, ‘light and shade are 
sufficient, as light brings out all the varied shades 
and nuances of grey’. the clarity of line, the 
modular principle and the restrained colours of 
materials and surfaces inevitably hark back to the 

modernists and their architecture. one striking 
example from the early 1950s is carrière central-
es, a project in casablanca by Georges candilis 
and shadrach Woods with an exterior construct-
ed in an almost identical way. But the relation-
ship between the two projects is no more than a 
formal connection, as the staggered patios on the 
moroccan building can be attributed to the cul-
tural context and the climate. in content, Gmür 
& steib’s design is closer to the ideas that led to 
le corbusier’s design of unité d’habitation. 
 the same can be said of the ground-floor rue 
intérieur, a thoroughfare that is accessible to both 
sides of the building and that forms a highly 
urban public space. the impression of a corridor 
quickly fades as light floods in from the side and 
glass surfaces as large as display windows offer a 
view of the stairwells. studios, ateliers, a dentist’s 
surgery and a nursery line the rue intérieur like  
a row of autonomous spaces. pictures of animals  
in illuminated showcases by Zürich artist Georg 
Aerni identify each stairwell. Gmür says the crea-
tures help children to recognize the entrance to 
their particular stairwell: visitors should not be 
surprised to hear tiny tots saying that ‘the vul-
ture takes me to where i live’ or asking a friend  
to ‘ring the bell when you get to the crocodile’.  
 

www.gmuersteib.ch

this page oversized balconies give 
the apartMent coMplex a scale- 
free character.

left the façade features large areas 
of glass.

above the rear side of the coMplex is 
articulated by projecting voluMes 
that offer space to the apartMents 
behind theM.
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second floor.section.


